Love and Relationships

in the 21st Century
Forms

Traditions

digitalization

WEEKEND FROM THEOLOGYSTUDENTS FOR THEOLOGYSTUDENTS
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Love, relationships and sexuality are topics that cannot be completely explained by any scientific category.
At our next TTT-Weekend, we tackle the fundamental question: «How
do we live love, relationships and sexuality?» As young and engaged
human beings in the 21st century, we want to discuss challenges
that we face and visions that we have. And we want to explore what
we can learn from Christian tradition and the biblical scriptures.
Theology is not simply a matter of answering questions, in the first
place it is important that we pose and discuss such questions.

If you’re thinking about a specific issue right now or if you want to have a discussion about
an issue of your choice, please consider preparing a workshop of aproximately 45-60
minutes in a format of your choice: a round-table discussion, reading and discussing a
central text, analyzing art, role-play or something completely different. Let your creativity
roam freely.

Saturday Friday

08:00
08:30
10:00
12:30
13:30

Morning Prayer
Breakfast
Workshops
Lunch
Workshops

14:30
		
17:00
19:00
20:00

Open Block: Spontan-Work
shops / Walks / …
Assembly
Dinner
Evening Program

Moritz Bauer: „Der ‚Missbrauchsskandal‘ und die kath. Sexualmoral – Zusammenhänge, Missverständnisse, Perspektiven“
Lionel Burri: „Queer Theology: No it’s not just same-sex marriage!“
Rhea Dübendorfer and Dario Dello Buono: „Beziehungsvielfalt in der Bibel und
heute“
Christopher Stübi: „Dating-on-Demand: Was Internetdating mit uns macht“
The workshops will be distributed on site over the time blocks. Further workshops are welcome!

Sunday

Think Tank Theology is a project that connects students of theology from all of Switzerland across all confessions and languages.
We are looking forward to welcoming new participants!

Workshops

We will explore these issues in various formats such as workshops,
evening sit-arounds and on walks at the next TTT-Weekend. It takes
place from the 13th to the 15th of November 2020 in Creux-des-Biches. Connecting with each other at the mandatory weekend party
and at the daily prayers will – as always – be central elements, too.

20:30 Introduction
ab 17:00 Arrival and getting to
		 know each other 		 21:30 Evening Prayer
19:00 Dinner

08:00 Breakfast
10:00 Mass / Service
13:00 Conclusion
		 Afterwards optional après-TTT-programme

When? 		
Where?		
		
		
Costs? 		

13.–15. November 2020
Colonie du Creux-des-Biches
Le Creux-des-Biches 5
2340 Le Noirmont
CHF 60

Registration: www.thinktanktheology.ch

